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�s is the case with many major hazard companies, Basell polyolefins has achieved a 
significant reduction in work place injuries over recent years. � key factor in achieving 
this has been the leadership and engagement of senior managers. They have been 
helped by having been able to measure their successes and failures by counting the 
number of injuries. Since 200�, Basell has been developing a process safety perfor-
mance indicator (pSpi) system which is intended to help senior managers similarly 
engage in achieving improvements in process safety. While process safety incidents 
across the industry have not killed or injured as many people as falls from height and 
moving vehicle accidents, they often have far greater business consequences.

This paper will describe Basell’s leading and lagging pSpi framework, and show 
how it is helping senior managers to get engaged in process safety. This is true not only 
for managers of a technical but also a non technical background. They now have a tool 
which will help them show leadership in process safety.
INTRODUCTION
Lack of adequate process safety performance indicators (pSpis) has been cited as a factor 
in a number of recent major accidents (Hopkins 2000, HSe 200�, uS Chemical Safety 
and Hazard investigation Board 2007). �gainst this background and interest from the 
regulators (HSe 2006), many companies involved in major hazards are developing pSpi 
programmes.

Basell’s pSpi corporate framework was piloted at the company’s Carrington uK site 
over the period 200� to 2006, and was adapted and implemented as a company wide initia-
tive in 2007. Basell makes polypropylene and polyethylene in 19 countries and has 6,800 
employees.

The framework comprises lagging and leading indicators. � suite of lagging indi-
cators is analogous to the different categories of injuries. These are standard across the 
whole company, and are reported every month up through the line. There was already a 
mature incident reporting system in all sites in the company, and these incidents would 
anyway have been recorded. But what is new is the headlining of these narrowly defined 
incidents. This offers learning opportunities which have been derived from analysing the 
information, to identify “big picture” conclusions.

The other part is leading indicators, and the decision was taken that it was not appro-
priate to try to select a standards set for the whole company. it was decided that it was 
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better for sites to choose their own. While this precludes the possibility to benchmark,  
it allows the sites to focus on issues which are relevant to them, and also increases buy in. 
Some successes have also been achieved with leading indicators, although somewhat  
less tangible.
THE SWORD OF DAMOCLES
Legend has it that Damocles was a young courtier in the court of Dionysius ii of Syracuse. 
�nd he was a bit of a wag. one day he observed to Dionysius that the job of being king must 
be a pretty good one, with all the power and privilege. Dionysius responded that he could 
give it a try if he liked. So Damocles was installed in the throne, and Dionysius arranged for 
a slap up banquet with wine women and song. �t the end of the evening, Dionysius asked 
Damocles what he had thought of his spell in charge, and Damocles told him that he had had 
a great time. Dionysius then asked him what he had thought about the sword. He pointed to 
a large sharp sword which was hanging above the throne by a single thread of horse hair. 
Damocles swiftly vacated the position. Dionysius explained that the sword was there as a 
reminder that the position carried responsibilities. Without it, it would be too easy to get 
busy enjoying the trappings of power, and forget about the important stuff. Damocles had 
gained a better understanding of the role, and was no longer envious of Dionysius.
Injury statistics,
PSPIs Senior

Manager

Junior
Manager

Figure 1. managers engaged in a safety discussion (The Sword of Damocles, richard Westall 
1812, �ckland �rt museum)
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THE HISTORY OF PROCESS SAFETY PERFORMANCE  
INDICATORS AT BASELL
in the 1990s and early 2000s the measuring and reporting of injury performance as a Total 
recordable rate (Trr) in our company had been an effective Sword of Damocles. it had 
helped to drive down injuries. Senior managers had played a key role in this. They were 
interested in safety, and Trr was a simple, easily understood tool which they could use to 
engage themselves. Senior managers had given site managers clear injury performance 
objectives, and site managers had found solutions appropriate to their own sites to achieve 
the desired objectives. Trr had a strong symbolic value.

WH�T iNTereSTS my BoSS f�SCiN�TeS me!
organisations need objectives. The greatest advantage of management by objectives is 
that it makes it possible for a manager to control his own performance (Drucker 1968). 
Defining what needs to be achieved rather than prescribing how it should be done, 
allows managers to apply a broader vision. This leads to stronger motivation and higher 
performance. in order for it to work, a manager needs to know not only what his  
goals are. He also needs to be able to measure his performance and results against the 
goals. managers need to be provided with clear measurements or metrics. �ccording  
to Drucker, 

“They do not need to be rigidly quantitative; nor do they need to be exact. But 
they have to be clear simple and rational. They have to be relevant and direct 
attention and efforts where they should go. They have to be reliable – at least 
to the point where their margin of error is acknowledged and understood. And 
they have to be, so to speak, self announcing, understandable without compli�
cated interpretation or philosophical discussion.

Each manager should have the information he needs to measure his own 
performance and should  receive it soon enough to make any changes neces�
sary for the desired results.”

in other words, what gets measured gets done. or as it has been said “What interests my 
boss fascinates me”.

But the shortcomings of Trr started to become apparent. Despite a Trr trend 
which headed ever downwards, the company at sites around the world had nevertheless 
had fatalities. Because of the profile which Trr was given, significant management time 
was spent on sometimes minor injuries. �t the same time, senior managers seemed to be 
less interested in losses of containment and fires.

from the outset we realised that it was essential to think not only about how and 
what to measure, but also how the tool could be used by senior managers to drive improve-
ments. Hopkins (2007) examined how Bp at Texas City had been measuring but not 
managing process safety performance. in contrast, by tracking and “headlining” the 
number of injuries, Texas City workplace safety had improved dramatically. managers’ 
remuneration, even though it was only small amounts of money, was affected by injury 
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performance in their area of control. injury statistics, like Damocles’ Sword, had a power-
ful symbolic value which had strongly influenced manager behaviour.

So in 200� at Carrington we set about designing a simple tool comprising leading 
and lagging indicators, which we hoped would achieve for process safety what Trr had 
done for workplace safety. We recognised that senior managers at the highest level in our 
company were interested in safety, and we wanted to channel their interest towards process 
safety. We had in mind that if it worked at a site level, it could form the basis of a corporate 
implementation.

There was nothing new about the concept of leading and lagging indicators. 
oHS�S18001 (BSi 1999) for example talks about proactive and reactive indicators. We 
were trying to apply the concepts to process safety.
SITE LAGGING INDICATORS
We started by establishing a suite of seven lagging process safety indicators, which we 
defined in terms of consequence, �ppendix 1. in arriving at our definitions we took account 
of those in riDDor for dangerous occurrences (HSe 1995), and a pSpi pilot run in 
Scotland by the HSe and the SCi� (HSe/SCi� 200�). �dditionally we adjusted and cali-
brated them to suit our own situation. We added a category for releases of substances 
which could have an impact on the environment. Note that we do not have a category for 
toxics, as this is not relevant for our business.

To facilitate incident reporting and analysis, the seven categories were set up in the 
site’s computer based HSeQ management system Qpulse.
SITE LEADING INDICATORS
in 2004 we moved on to develop a system for leading indicators. We decided that we 
needed to define the framework in Table 1 for each indicator.

WHiCH riSK CoNTroL SySTemS To me�Sure
in planning our approach we struggled with items 1 and 2 in Table 1- how to decide which 
process safety issues to tackle. of course we could think of lots of things to measure,  
Table 1. framework for leading pSpis

1. Which risk control system is weak and needs to be reinforced.
2. What specifically is the issue; what does the weakness relate to.
�. Definition of a metric.
4. How will the data be collected, and who will do it.
5. How will the results be monitored, and corrective actions identified.
6. What target would we aim for.
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but we wanted to work with only a handful of indicators, five or six. We could have locked 
the management team in a smoke filled room until they came up with the five. But we 
decided to use a team of people who represented horizontal and vertical cross sections of 
the work force. We asked the team to brain storm around the question “As you go about 
your work, what are the things which make you feel uncomfortable about process 
safety”. The team used a diagrammatic representation of our HSe management system as 
a guideword list of risk control systems, to prompt thought about which systems were 
weak. The only constraint we put on the brainstorming was that, for a weakness to be 
added to the list, the proposer had to give an example of how it had in his experience given 
rise to a risk. We got a list of 14 items, and used a risk ranking tool to prioritise them.
DefiNiNg THe meTriCS �ND me�SuremeNT SySTem
We then looked at trying to define a metric for each of the top five issues, and how we 
would collect the data. from our investigations, we had decided that the metrics should 
have the attributes listed in Table 2.

We were not able to find a metric which met these criteria for every one of the top 
five issues. for example, the team had identified shift handover as a potentially weak area, 
but we were not able to find a suitable metric. So we concluded that although shift handover 
deserved attention, it would have to be via a means other than as a leading pSpi. We picked 
another weakness to make up the list of five. �s an aside, in the meantime we have given 
further thought to how we could measure shift handover. We have found some criteria 
which we could use as the basis for periodic audits, but have some concerns about whether 
this will be cost effective in terms of data collection; unless we can get the teams to audit 
themselves, somebody probably from the HSeQ Department will have to work unsociable 
hours to do the audits!
moNiToriNg
in planning how we would monitor the data we were mostly able to use existing arrange-
ments, e.g. the site HSe Committee, or the periodic inspection review meeting. But we 
Table 2. Desirable attributes of leading pSpi metrics

l	 Support continual improvement
l	 Drive appropriate behaviour
l	 emphasise achievements rather than failures
l	 Be precise and accurate
l	 Be difficult to manipulate
l	 Be owned and accepted by the people involved in related work activities 

and those using the metrics
l	 Be easily understood
l	 Be cost-effective in terms of data collection
5
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recognised it was important that people with the power to make decisions were part of the 
monitoring process.

The leading metrics we settled on and their associated framework are given in 
�ppendix 2.
CONCERNS PEOPLE RAISED

“Oh no! Not another report for management!”

� valid concern, but we sought to impress on people that it is not just about reporting, it is 
about creating a simple tool which managers can use to focus on and improve process safety.

“But all incidents already get reported”

This is true, but the process safety incidents get buried, and we do not see the process 
safety big picture.

“We do see the big picture, because all process safety incidents get a full 
investigation”

We calibrated the lagging incident definitions so that we get about twenty incidents a year, 
on a site of about 150 people and three plants. We have to be somewhat selective on which 
incidents to carry out a full in depth root cause analysis, and do not consider it a good use 
of resources to do twenty of those a year.

“We should take account of risk in deciding which incidents to count”

�s mentioned in Table 2, good indicators are precise and accurate, difficult to manipulate, 
and easily understood. risk is none of these. We based our definitions on pure conse-
quence, which means that a 49 kg release of a flammable material in the open air would 
not count as a pSpi, while a 50 kg would. This does not mean the 49 kg release is unim-
portant, but you have to draw the line somewhere. �nd if the 49 kg release was of particu-
lar interest, we would anyway investigate it to get root causes and learnings.

perhaps a more fundamental objection to using risk criteria is that recent work 
appears to indicate that high risk near misses are a poor predictor of actual incidents. The 
things which we perceive as high risk are apparently not the things which cause the actual 
incidents. The institute of petroleum (2005) analysed the causes of some 600 potential and 
800 actual major hazard incidents. The analysis considered �1 causes. There were substan-
tial differences in the frequency of causes of actual and potential incidents. for example 
“Leak from flanged joint or coupling” was the second most frequently occurring potential 
incident cause, but only ranked seventh in the actual incidents. � pSpi programme which 
identified this cause for attention based on counting potential incidents, might divert 
resources away from work which could reduce the number of actual incidents.

“The iceberg theory tells us that our existing near miss reporting and 
 behavioural programmes will prevent major accidents”
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groeneweg (2006) analysed the oil & gas producers �ssociation safety perform-
ance indicators over the years 1997 to 2004. This represented 12.� billion hours of data.  
He looked for correlations between companies for the different severities of injuries. He 
wanted to find out if the companies which had the highest fatal accident rate (f�r) also 
had the highest lost time injury frequency (LTif). He found no correlation. He also looked 
for correlations between other indicators: total recordable injury frequency, and near 
misses. He found no (or hardly any) correlation. His conclusion is that the iceberg theory 
does not hold. He suggests that injuries which affect one or a few people are related to 
behaviour, but the injuries which result in large numbers of fatalities are due to failures in 
the “primary processes”. put another way, if you want to prevent fatalities, you need to 
target your safety programme on the things which cause fatalities. Likewise for major 
accidents. Kletz (199�) previously suggested that injury statistics have been over valued 
by industry, and that we should measure the things we want to control.
THINGS WE HAVE LEARNED FROM THE SITE IMPLEMENTATION
THe NeeD for � CH�mpioN
Somebody needs to be given the job of overseeing the programme. This is not complicated 
stuff, and many of the elements of it use existing systems. But it does need to be tended.
SeNior m�N�gemeNT iNvoLvemeNT
The Site manager has found it easy to monitor the programme through the site’s Qpulse 
HSe mS software, and he has used this to raised the profile of process safety. �lthough  
the HSeQ Department is the owner of the pSpi tool, the Site manager has picked it up and 
is using it.
THe BoTTom LiNe. DoeS iT WorK?
Since we defined the lagging indicators in 200�, we have recorded 80 process safety inci-
dents. in the first year we noticed that we had had 10 fires. We had previously been aware 
that we did have fires, but had not realised just how many. These were all minor incidents, 
as were the other 70, but nevertheless it was mind focusing. most of the fires were smoul-
dering insulation, so we took some simple steps to reduce the leaks, and to remove the 
insulation from around the leak points. in the second year we had almost eliminated the 
insulation fires.

We have used the lagging indicator data to focus on other areas.
Le�DiNg iNDiC�TorS �re more DiffiCuLT
There is no question that this is the case. �nd some of the indicators we chose have not 
worked for us. The permit to work monitoring did not yield useful information, because 
the audit tool we were using was not sufficiently discerning. The process safety training 
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indicator failed because we had not got buy in from the people required to collect the data. 
But we are now much better at communicating process safety information to shift techni-
cians, are better at closing out inspection findings, and have a better control of our controlled 
inspection programme. While the lagging indicator programme is running exactly as it was 
set up in 200�, we have had to make more running adjustments to the leading indicators.
GOING GLOBAL
in 2006 it was decided to make the Carrington pSpi framework the basis for a corporate 
programme. We understood that for the programme to be a success, we needed to convince 
senior managers to pick up the tool and start using it. This would involve a change process. 
prochaska’s change model identifies 6 stages: pre-contemplation, Contemplation, prepa-
ration, �ction, maintenance and relapse. We assessed that the company was at the 
preparation stage, so the emphasis of our change process was initially on problem solving 
and establishing support systems. in case some people were still at the Contemplation 
stage, we promoted the expected positive outcomes. To help with the marketing we branded 
the programme with a satellite navigation logo, and the motto “pSpis. Navigating to HSe 
success”. figure 2.

We made some adjustments to existing corporate guidelines, and wrote a new 
 guideline on pSpis. for the lagging indicators we used the �ppendix 1 definitions. for the 
leading indicators, we had decided that there was no single set which would be appropriate 
across the company. �dopting a single set would have run the risk that sites be forced to 
collect data which was not useful, diverting efforts from indicators which might be more 
useful in their location. �lso we felt it important that sites buy into their own set of indicators. 
The pSpi guideline therefore concentrated on giving the sites a simple methodology to 
follow to pick their own.

The corporate pSpi programme was officially implemented in �pril 2007. each site 
was given two objectives:

l	 To collect and report to Corporate HSe the lagging indicators every month;
l	 By the end of the year to have selected their own set of five leading indicators.
Figure 2. pSpi logo
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SeNior m�N�gemeNT iNTereST �T THe Corpor�Te LeveL
The company Chief financial officer visited the site before a decision had been taken to 
roll it out globally. We took the opportunity to sell the concept to him. �lthough we suspect 
he is not an expert in process safety, he understands risk very well. He publishes a monthly 
letter on the company intranet, and we were very pleased to see the following words of 
support in his march 2007 letter, just before the launch in �pril:

“Our good start to 2007 continued in February, both in terms of safety and 
financial results. . . . But as good as we are in personal safety – which is aBut as good as we are in personal safety – which is a 
shared value throughout Basell – we know that we must also maintain world�we know that we must also maintain world�
class process safety performance. . . . Basell�s ��E team will soon introduceperformance. . . . Basell�s ��E team will soon introduce. . . Basell�s ��E team will soon introduce Basell�s ��E team will soon introduce 
Process �afety Performance Indicators (P�PIs) as a way to further improve 
our ability to control the risks associated with the processes and hazards in 
our plants. P�PIs will help us measure how well we have been controlling 
process risks and, more importantly, they will provide critical information we 
can analyze to determine what we have to do to improve.”

He had moved easily from prochaska’s preparation stage to the �ction stage.

�voiDiNg m�N�gemeNT By “DriveS”, or iNiTi�Tive overLo�D
in the absence of the pSpi tool, managers had little else available to them but to react to 
the latest incident. managers then get only an incomplete picture, and steer the organisa-
tion in a direction which might not be helpful – “We need more process safety training”, 
or “our sites are not managing changes adequately”. This management by “crisis” or by 
“drives” can be counter productive (Drucker 1968). Things always collapse back into the 
status quo ante three weeks after the drive is over. it puts emphasis on one aspect of safety, 
to the detriment of everything else. in the words of peter Drucker:

“People either neglect their job to get on with the current drive, or silently 
organise for collective sabotage of the drive to get their work done. In either 
event they become deaf to the cry of “wolf”. And when the real crisis comes, 
when all hands should drop everything and pitch in, they treat it as just 
another case of management�created hysteria.

Management by drive, like management by “bellows and meat axe”, is a 
sure sign of confusion.”
STATUS OF THE GLOBAL IMPLEMENTATION
L�ggiNg iNDiC�TorS
it is early days, but from implementation in �pril until September 2007, there had been 
�57 process safety incidents recorded. of these 55 were fires (all minor), of which 27 were 
associated with the same type of equipment. each one of these has been investigated 
locally, but we are confident that we will be able to extract useful big picture learnings 
from this information, share it around the company, and reduce the number of fires.
9
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Le�DiNg iNDiC�TorS
many sites by now have chosen their leading indicators. indicators related to integrity 
inspection seem to be a popular choice. 

L�CK of �N iNCiDeNT D�T�B�Se
We do not currently have a company wide corporate incident recording system or data-
base. This means we have to work a little harder at the data collection and monthly report-
ing at the corporate level, to make sure that senior managers have the right information; 
they need to be able to understand what is going on on their patch, the sites which they are 
responsible for.

The company does have a knowledge exchange system where discussion topics can 
be posted and questions raised. This has been effective in sharing information about the 
pSpi system, and also sharing experiences and information about process safety incidents.
THE HSE GUIDANCE AND THE BAKER PANEL REPORT
in 2006, the HSe published guidance on pSpis (HSe 2006). unfortunately we did not have 
the benefit of it when we were developing our programme. it is an excellent document, and 
we would like to offer some comments.

�s mentioned above, in some cases, having chosen the weak risk control system, we 
found it difficult to define a metric. We like the suggestion in the guidance to ask “What 
does success look like”.

on how to choose which risk control systems to measure, we think the guidance could 
give more help – management team in smoke filled room or workforce involvement?

� significant difference between our two approaches is the HSe’s recommendation 
to chose linked pairs of leading and lagging indicators. This is with the intention of giving 
“dual assurance”. This is a good idea, but we wonder if it will make the process of finding 
suitable leading indicators more difficult, possibly too difficult for some. � set of discon-
nected but nevertheless individually relevant lagging and leading indicators might be good 
enough. in our experience, a major benefit of the pSpi programme has been that it has 
moved process safety in general onto the radar of senior managers; maybe it does not 
matter too much if the indicators are not exactly correct.

Hopkins (2007) examined the meaning of “leading” and “lagging” indicators in the 
HSe guidance and Baker (2007), and found that the terms were not used consistently. He 
identified three types of process safety indicator:

�. measures of routine safety related activity, e.g. proportion of safety critical instruments 
tested on schedule.

B. measures of failures discovered during routine safety activity, e.g. proportion of safety 
critical instruments which fail during testing.

C. measures of failures revealed by an unexpected incident, e.g. numbers of safety critical 
instruments which fail in use.
10
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indicators of type � are consistently referred to as “leading”, and type C as “lagging”, 
but categorisation of type B is inconsistent within both documents. However, he concluded 
that this was of little consequence; it is more important to define indicators which are not 
only relevant but which also generate a statistically useful number of “hits”. 
WHERE NEXT? 
Do We W�NT more or feWer iNCiDeNTS?!
We think that for the lagging indicators, at least initially, we want to encourage the report-
ing. of course we do not want to have more incidents, we only want to have a better view 
on what incidents we are already having! for that to happen, senior managers must handle 
the tool with care; rather than a gun to the head of the site managers, it must be a vehicle 
for an informed discussion about process safety.
BeNCHm�rKiNg �ND SeTTiNg T�rgeTS
�n interesting question which is already on the minds of senior managers is whether we 
should set corporate targets for the lagging pSpis analogous to injury rates. for the time 
being, this would seem unnecessary as we are getting the benefit just from the profile 
pSpis have brought to process safety, and from the big picture learnings. But at some point 
we will inevitably need to define targets. �n interesting question is what the denominator 
should be for the pSpi rate – per plant, per ton of throughput, per ton of hazardous material 
inventory, per man hour?

for leading indicators we do not see a possibility to benchmark, since every site has 
a different set. The only objective is to have the system in place and working. Nevertheless, 
this objective and the expectation that sites demonstrate how they are using leading indica-
tors to drive improvements in process safety performance has a powerful symbolic value, 
like the Sword of Damocles.

Hopkins (2007) advocates relating senior manager remuneration to pSpis, but 
comments that this works because it is symbolic, affecting reputation and pride, rather than 
exercising any real financial leverage. Hopkins also cautions against perverse outcomes, 
which are a consequence of the measure itself being managed rather than safety. This 
author believes this risk can be controlled by ensuring that the pSpis have the attributes 
listed in Table 2.

L�ggiNg iNDiC�Tor DefiNiTioNS
We do not have a category for dust hazards, and these are relevant for our business. We are 
thinking about what would be a suitable definition.

THe CH�Nge proCeSS
The organisation is moving through the process of changing the safety focus towards proc-
ess performance. We are moving through the �ction stage of prochaska’s change model; 
11
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strategies should therefore emphasise how this new tool has put managers in a better posi-
tion to control process safety, what the benefits are for them, and that the normal short term 
fluctuations in personal safety performance will not be blamed on efforts being diverted away. 
�s we move through the maintenance stage we will need to ensure that adequate support is 
given, and that internal rewards are reinforced. We should also be prepared for relapses, for 
example a drop off in lagging indicator reporting, and what we will do about it.
CONCLUSIONS
There is no “silver bullet” for HSe performance. pSpis are just one of the required elements 
of a properly functioning management system. �nd we know that there are many areas 
where we have to improve.

Before our pSpi programme was implemented, senior managers were already 
 interested in process safety. But it had not been as easy for them to engage themselves as 
it had been in personal safety, since they had no process safety Sword of Damocles. Now 
they have a tool. �lthough with hindsight we should not have been surprised, we have 
discovered that the pSpi programme is driving improvements not only because of the 
useful information it produces but also, perhaps more importantly, because it is helping 
senior managers to demonstrate leadership.

Consequently we have concluded that while choosing the right indicators is 
 important, it is more important to design a programme which is easy for senior managers 
to use, produces reliable data and which helps senior managers exercise their leadership 
accountabilities with regard to process safety.
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Appendix 1. Company Wide Lagging process Safety performance indicators

Electrical Short Circuit
electrical short circuit or overload which was either attended by fire or explosion or which 

resulted in the stoppage of a piece of process equipment.

Explosion or fire
�n explosion or fire occurring in any plant or place, where such explosion or fire was  

due to the ignition of process materials (including lubricating or heat transfer oils),  
their by-products (including waste) or finished products.

Release of flammable material inside a building
The sudden, uncontrolled release inside a building of � kg or more of a flammable liquid,  

1 kg or more a flammable liquid at or above its normal boiling point, or 1 kg or more of  
a flammable gas.

Release of flammable material in the open air
The sudden, uncontrolled release in the open air of 50 kg or more of any of a flammable 

liquid, a flammable liquid at or above its normal boiling point, or a flammable gas.

Release of  a substance which could have an impact on the environment
The sudden, uncontrolled release of 50 kg or more of a substance which could have an impact 

on the environment.

Safety Related Protective System called into operation
emergency depressurisation/flaring, operation of pressure relief devices, breaking of  

bursting discs, operation of final element instrumented protective functions, quenching  
of exothermic reactions, crash cooling etc. which are instigated either automatically or  
by operator intervention. This category is restricted to systems beyond warning devices. 
excluded are protective systems designed solely to ensure the integrity of the process or 
product quality where there is no safety or environmental protective duty. excluded are 
activations of these systems simply due to instrument malfunction, unless the malfunction 
caused process conditions to deviate away from safe operation.

Safety Related Unplanned Shutdowns
occasions where a process or activity has to be shut down or halted because it would be 

otherwise unsafe to continue.
This covers emergency stoppage of an individual plant, either automatically or by operator 

intervention, to prevent a loss of containment or other dangerous situation irrespective of 
the time involved, or stoppage or suspension of a planned plant or process start up due to  
a failure or malfunction of part of the plant or equipment, if unchecked, it had the potential 
to give rise to an emergency.
14
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Appendix 2. Carrington Site Leading process Safety performance indicators
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